
MIRROR | RESEARCH FINDINGS



MIRROR | EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



In today’s fast-paced digital world, we’ve all become time-deprived bargain-hunters. Online shopping is convenient, 
cheap and fast compared to brick-and-mortar. Bargain hunters inherently look for deals because they have a need 
to save. It helps them boost their ego and their ability to score a great deal is an integral part of their identity.

The ideal ‘MIRROR’ ecommerce website user is Cameron | The Compulsive Bargain Shopper
She is a busy working mom who is a compulsive shopper and a bargain hunter. Shopping a sale is an art from to her.
There is no greater thrill than getting a good bargain. Shopping, like love, is a battlefield, sometimes you have to 
accept the fact that you’re leaving the shopping cart empty, and that’s Ok. You’ll get ‘em next time!

Analysis and synthesis of the 1-1 interviews lead to the following insights:
• Discounts are more important than current fashion trends
• Time limit for purchase in the shopping cart is frustrating
• Infinite scrolling of the items is a huge annoyance
• Substantive, customized recommendations would bring value
• Even though the clothes are cheap, the shopping experience should be classy



In today’s fast-paced digital world, we’ve all become time-deprived bargain-hunters 



Online shopping is convenient, cheap and fast compared to brick-and-mortar. 



Bargain hunters inherently look for deals because they have a need to save. 
It helps them boost their ego and their ability to score a great deal is an integral part of their identity.



MIRROR | CLOTHING FOR EVERYONE



Started in 1994, Mirror is a global 
clothing chain with a focus on affordable 
clothing for any occasion accessible to 
everyone. They have a variety of 
different styles with good quality and 
reasonable rates.

Successful over 400 stores around the 
world in 32 countries, they now want to 
redesign their logo and have an online 
presence with an ecommerce 
responsive website which the customers 
have been asking about for years. 



MIRROR | PROJECT GOALS
Mirror is late in the ecommerce game and the market is already saturated with other global chains and retailers. 
Their project goals are:

• To help Mirror differentiate themselves in the crowded market
• To leverage Mirror’s existing brick and mortar customers as well as potential online shoppers
• To use their new online presence for moving their remainder inventory
• To create a responsive ecommerce website that would work seamlessly on all platforms
• To re-design their logo and create a brand identity that is in line with ‘Accessible clothing for everyone’:

Neutral | Modern and fresh | Clean and clear



• Understand the users, who they are, their lifestyle and why do they shop online?
• What are their shopping habits and the factors that influence their purchasing decisions online?
• Understand their entire experience of shopping online
• What are their pain points of shopping online? What are they frustrated with? Identify any workarounds 

that they may have come up with
• Are there any specific aspects of online shopping that they really like?
• Validate or invalidate assumptions and preconceived notions about the users and online shopping

MIRROR | RESEARCH GOALS



MIRROR | RESEARCH METHODS
• Competitor Analysis (market research): Research data regarding apparel and fashion industry. Identify 

strengths and weaknesses of other global retail chains by visiting and using their website
• 1-on-1 interviews (user research): Speak with potential users who regularly shop online to understand their 

goals, needs and pain points around online shopping  



ECOMMERCE STATISTICS | FASHION & APPAREL
• Worldwide, experts predict that the ecommerce segment of fashion and apparel will increase at a 

compound annual rate of 10.6% from $408 billion in 2017 to more than $706 billion by 2022
• In US alone it is expected to increase from $81 billion in 2017 to more than $124 billion by 2022
• Ecommerce influences up to 56% of in-store purchases
• 11% of shoppers shop online via their smartphone weekly
• 35% of shoppers say smartphones will become their main purchasing tool



STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• Customer Service 24/7
• Chat with us
• Free Returns in Store
• Good product images both of the clothing and 

on the model
• Shop by concept
• Latest campaigns

• Load more options/infinite scrolling
• No product/customer reviews
• Filters have many steps
• There is a like button on the product image, but 

you do not know what it does
• There is a large product review section where 

customers have left personal reviews of the 
product

Heennes & Mauritz AB is a Swedish multinational clothing-retail company known for its fast-fashion clothing for 
men, women, teenagers and children.



STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• Offers are front and center on the page. There is 

also a pop-up from the bottom of the page
• There is a deals section with Sale and Clearance 

options
• They have a category for Women and Women’s 

Plus in the main category
• On the product page it also shows whether it is 

available in the store near you based on your 
location

• Sometimes the advertisement becomes too 
much.

• There is no Chat With Us option

Old Navy is an American clothing and accessories retailing company owned by American multinational 
corporation Gap Inc.



STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• Full page scrolling graphics on the landing page
• Videos of the product on the product page
• The have a menu button which is collapsed until 

click so the focus remains on the clothes
• Size guide based on measurements
• The have social presence on Instagram, facebook, 

twitter, pinterest and youtube.

• No reviews for the product
• Navigation sometimes not visible on the large 

images
• Endless scrolling images which sometime are just 

too big
• The product images are of varying sizes and look 

unorganized

Zara is a Spanish fast fashion retailer based in Arteixo, Galicia. It is the main brand of the Inditex group, the 
world's largest apparel retailer.



STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• Filters are well organized on the left side
• Customer favorites and best sellers
• How-Tos & Style Advice
• Customer can book an appoint in store or online 

for a ‘Personal Stylist’
• Style Boards: online personal stylists will create a 

style board for the customer, with handpicked 
recommendations sent to their mobile phone

• ‘Looks’ inspired by your shopping
• Buy & Save, receive a discount by purchasing two 

or more of one item or specified group of items.
• Can buy online and pick up in store

• It is upscale, towards the more expensive side
• There is 24/7 customer service and Chat with Us 

but it is difficult to find
• Nordstrom biggest sale of the year is their 

‘Anniversary Sale’ and the other one is their Half-
Yearly Sale, they do not have anything else.

Nordstrom Inc. is an American-based chain of department stores, also operating in Canada and Puerto Rico, 
headquartered in Seattle, Washington.



MIRROR | USER INTERVIEWS
• Four participants were interviewed between 15-20 minutes to understand their shopping habits, their 

frustrations and the factors that influence their purchasing decisions online.
• All of them were women, busy working professionals between 30-40 years of age. All of them were married, two 

of the users also had a kid.

• All the users described several patterns that were similar.
• They also displayed certain traits that were unique.

• Both the similar patters and the unique traits helped define the archetype for ‘MIRROR’.



MIRROR | USER INTERVIEW DEBRIEF

SMILAR USER PATTERNS UNIQUE USER TRAITS

• Does not have patience to go to the store to buy 
clothes, loves the convenience of shopping online.

• Looks for the best coupon, deals, discounts, and sale 
before purchasing.

• Sizing is not a problem, has figured out her size for 
every brand she buys clothes from online.

• Does not follow fashion bloggers, believes to have her 
own style.

• She normally shops online on her smart phone.
• Buys online, always returns in the store.

• Would like the items to be organized better so she 
knows what she has already looked at.

• Likes the filter of availability, only show the items that 
are currently available.

• Likes to see the item on models rather then just by 
themselves, help her visualize how it may look on her.

• Hates the 10-minute time limit on the shopping cart 
because her selected clothes disappear from the cart 
after the time expires.

• If the item is out of stock, would love to get an email 
letting her know when it would be back in stock or 
when it is in stock.

• She orders different pieces of clothing rather than 
ordering the same piece of clothing in multiple sizes, 
likes to wear it and see which one looks better on her 
and the return the other ones.

• She would like to get substantive recommendation 
based on her previous shopping activity, her size 
selection for specific brands and her budget, since she 
tends to shop for certain styles more often than not.



MIRROR USER: 
SLEEP-DEPRIVED

MIRROR USER: 
MULTI-TASKER

MIRROR USER: 
COMPULSIVE-SHOPPER

MIRROR USER: 
BARGAIN-HUNTER



MEET CAMERON | THE COMPULSIVE BARGAIN SHOPPER
She is a busy working mom who is a compulsive shopper and a bargain hunter. Shopping a sale is an art form to her. 
There is no greater thrill than getting a good bargain. Shopping, like love, is a battlefield, sometimes you have to 
accept the fact that you’re leaving the shopping cart empty, and that’s Ok. You’ll get ‘em next time!





• Assumptions are made based on user 
comments and 1-on-1 observations

MIRROR | 
PERSONA DEVELOPMENT



MIRROR EMPATHY MAP | FINDINGS

Listen Listen Listen Listen Listen Listen Listen Listen Listen Listen

Listen Listen Listen Listen Listen

Listen Listen Listen Listen



1. Cameron has been invited to her friend’s wedding and 
before she knows it, its next week. She does not have the 
right dress to wear. 

2. She is really busy with work, family, her son and has no 
time to go to the store. 

3. While in bed, she finds a few dresses that she likes on 
H&M on her smart phone. She adds them to the cart and 
wants to sleep over it before deciding to purchase them 
the next morning. 

4. In the morning when she wakes up, she decides to 
purchase those dresses before taking her son to pre-
school. But to her frustration, the dresses that she had 
saved in her cart have vanished because of the 10-minute 
time limit. She is extremely disappointed. 

5. At work, her colleague tells her about a new online 
clothing store ‘MIRROR’. 

6. The same night, she goes to the ‘MIRROR’ website and 
finds three dresses that she likes from a well-organized 
page of displayed dresses. She also gets a 25% discount 
for being a new customer and signing up for their 
newsletter. When she adds the three dresses to the 
shopping cart, to her pleasant surprise, there is an option 
to put them on hold for 24-hours. She uses that option to 
put them on hold and sleep over it. 

7. In the morning when she goes back to the ‘MIRROR’ 
website, her three dresses are still in her shopping cart. 
She purchases all three of them and then takes her son to 
pre-school. She receives the package from ‘MIRROR’ in a 
few days, tries all three from which she likes one of them. 

8. She wears that to the wedding where she receives a lot of 
compliments on her dress. She is really happy. When she 
comes back home from the wedding, she returns the 
other two dresses in the store to get a full refund for 
them.

MIRROR | STORYBOARD



MIRROR | CONCLUSIONS



MIRROR | ASSUMPTIONS INVALIDATED
• Sizing is not a big issue

o “I know what size I am at that particular store. At H&M I always had to buy two sizes bigger than what I am”
o “I’ve got a really good sense of sizing and fit for each of the brands I like”
o “I'll pick one item I like and another item I like and get that, but I won't bother ordering two of the same”

• Influencers, fashion forecast and fashion trends are not that important
o “As far as style, I can go either way. I don't really look at what's trending to be honest.”

• Touching and feeling the piece of clothing while purchasing online does not matter
o “I mostly look at the design but if they are on a model, it helps a lot because it gives me a better idea of how it may look”

• Personal online stylist is not required
o “I’m not that big into fashion blogger references. I tend to believe I have my own style”

• Social advertising from friends and family is not always an influence



MIRROR | INSIGHTS REVEALED
1. Discounts are more important than current fashion trends

• “How much discount I can get, that’s like my thing”
• “I often feel very happy getting deals on stuff just because it was last season and it’s selling discounted”
• “Before I purchase, I will Google for coupons and put the code to get a discount or free shipping”
• “I use the Honey extension on Chrome to find coupons”
• “I’m subscribed to almost all the site’s emails and newsletters because they send you advance notice on sales and stuff”
• “If I get really good discount, I immediately go and tell my husband”

2. Time limit for purchase in the shopping cart is frustrating
• “10-minute time limit in the cart is really frustrating because if something comes up, the cart becomes empty”

3. Infinite scrolling of the items is a huge annoyance
• “They have a crap load of stuff on there so it takes forever to scroll down”
• “I like to be able to feel that Ok I’m done with this page, let’s move on”
• “I believe it's Nordstrom’s, has an option of the item still available then only it will show and if it's not it doesn't.”

4. Substantive, customized recommendations would bring value
• “I tend to shop for certain styles more often. Old Navy should know that by now”
• “I prefer shift dress, so first and foremost I should be able to click on New Arrivals in shift dress”
• “I pick our skirt that I like and if they have like a row of suggested tops they are selling, that I would like”
• “I would love the website to offer me recommendations based on my previous shopping activity”
• “On some website they will email you when the item is back in stock. I really like that”

5. Even though the clothes are cheap, the shopping experience should be classy
• “I like that Old Navy sells relatively cheap clothing but their website kind of drills that in. Not a good shopping experience”
• “I check everything on my phone. It’s easier for me”



MIRROR | NEXT STEPS
• Solve a problem for the stakeholders | Problem statement
• Define the ecommerce website | Product features
• Create scenario-based wireframes | Multiple designs
• Test and iterate design choices | Validate design
• Create a framework of evaluating success | Prioritize implementation 



THANKS
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